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Justice Orders Boost fn N.Y. Judges' Pay
By Ron Zapata

Law360, New York (June t2,2OO8) -- A New York judge has found that state legislators
violated the state constitution by linking judicial and legislative pay raises. and he has
ordered the N.Y. government to compensate his colleagues on the bench for a decade's
worth of missed raises.

lustice Edward H. Lehner of the New York Supreme Court ruled on Wednesday that
legislators violated the separation of powers doctrine by tying their own pay increases to
legislation that would have ensured raises for judges as well. The bill was never
approved because of a political dispute with then-Gov. Eliot Spitzer over campaign
finance reform.

"The political branches of our state government have used the issue of judicial pay as a
pawn in dealing with the unresolved political issue of legislative compensation," the
justice said. "This linkage is an abuse of power by defendants and constitutes an
unconstitutional interference upon the independence of the judiciary."

"The people of the state of New York are entitled to an independent judiciary, and any
improper interference not only adversely affects the judges, but is repugnant to our
tripartite form of government and the liberties intended to be secured thereby," Justice
Lehner ruled.

Though the four justices who filed the suit sought more than $600,000 each based on
cost-of-living increases plus interest, Justice Lehner only declared the legislators' acts
unconstitutional, with the expectation that the state would take "appropriate remedial
steps," including compensation to judiciary members for cost-of-living expenses since
the judges' pay was last increased in 1998.

lustice Lehner said that in the last decade, judicial compensation has eroded by
approximately 30o/o. The court gave the state 90 days to follow its order.

New York Gov. David A. Paterson said he is exploring the state's legal options,

"While the governor has long supported salary increases for judges, today's opinion flies
in the face of the state constitution, which makes clear that only the Legislature has the
power to set judicial salaries," the governor's office said in a statement.

Thomas E. Bezanson, an attorney with Chadbourne & Parke LLP who represented the
plaintiff judges, said the "precedent-setting" case was the flrst time the issue had been
litigated.

"I think that the linkage problem does exist in other states. I imagine that this case
would be set as precedent in other cases to rectify situations as well," said Bezanson,
who also noted that the case could be used to challenge a federal statute that links
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judicial to congressional pay.

Justice Lehner said the "failure" of any legislative or executive official to submit an
affidavit denying the practice of linking the salaries was instrumental in his decision that
there was a triable issue in the case.

The state had argued that the claims should not be allowed because the plaintiff judges
did not demonstrate constitutionally impermissible interference that affected their
independence in performing judicial duties.

Justice Lehner, however, said the linkage practice had denied the judges their due pay.

Justice Lehner also noted that while a judge normally recuses himself from a case where
he could be affected financially, he was required to hear the case because the New York
Supreme Court is the only court that could adjudicate the issues raised.

The suit was filed on behalf of family court judges Michael Nenno and Susan Larabee,
criminal judge Patricia Nunez and civil judge Geoffrey Wright in September 2OO7.

Although in terms of actual numbers, New York's judges are the l2th-best-paid
nationwide, when the state's high cost of living is taken into consideration, their pay
ranks 48th compared with that of judges elsewhere, the suit said. It also is
comparatively much lower than what the state's district attorneys make, it noted.

The judges'suit sought retroactive cost-of-living adjustments for Jan. 1, 2000, through
the date of the suit's final judgment, as well as subsequent adjustment, a permanent
injunction against the linking of legislative and judicial salaries, and an eventual
disbursement of $69.5 million that the 2006-2007 budget had already allocated for
judges'pay raises.

Bezanson's clients are not the only disgruntled New York judges to take the lawmakers
to court.

In December 2006, Supreme Court Judges Alice Schlesinger of Manhattan, Arthur
Schack of Brooklyn and Joseph DeMaro of Nassau County, as well as Nassau County
District Judge Edward Maron, sued then-governor George Pataki, the legislature and the
comptroller.

The suit claimed that though their salaries, which range from $122,700 to $151,200 a
year, had not technically gone down, inflation had caused the state's 1,300 judges to
lose tens of thousands of dollars in purchasing power - and had caused many of them
to resign or opt not to seek re-election.

The judges were represented by Chadbourne & Parke LLP.

The current suit is Larabee et al. v. Spitzer et al., case number 07-112301, in the
Supreme Court of the State of New York.

--Additional reporting by Christine Caulfield and Jesse Greenspan
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